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Abstract. Web multimedia educational resources refer to multimedia teaching
resources that exist in the Internet. With the development of network and multi-
media technology, multimedia teaching resources in the Web, especially audio,
video and animation, have become increasingly abundant and become an impor-
tant part of the education field. How to quickly and accurately find multimedia
teaching resources on specific topics, so that they canplay a full role in information-
based education, is an urgent problem for educational technologyworkers, but also
makes the traditional search engine faces a huge challenge, all kinds ofmultimedia
search engine also came into being and received widespread attention. The search
algorithm of the topic searcher, which is the core of the search engine, determines
the search efficiency and quality of the search engine. This paper proposes a mul-
timedia topic search algorithm based on URL link rules from the characteristics of
topic web pages and web pages containing multimedia distributed in the Web and
focuses on the problem of improving the efficiency of multimedia topic search.

Keywords: Web Multimedia · Topic Finder · Topic Search Algorithm ·
Multimedia Education

1 Introduction

Multimedia is a comprehensive information resource, which is a collective name for
media elements such as Text, Graphic, Sound, Animation, and Video [1]. With the
development of computer technology and the Internet applications have become pop-
ular, the information construction of basic education teaching resources has also been
flourishing. With the emergence of various types of specialized websites for teaching
resources, the Web has become the main way for people to obtain teaching resources.
According to the 19th Statistical Report on the Development of China’s Internet released
by CNNIC, by the end of 2006, the number of web pages on Chinese websites was 4.47
billion, among which text and images were still the most important content forms of web
pages, occupying 70.2% and 29.5% respectively; video web pages accounted for 0.3%
of the total number of web pages. And according to the classification of multimedia
formats: the pages in swf format account for 1% of the total number of web pages, and
the pages in mp3 format account for 0.1% of the total number of web pages. Meanwhile,
according to the report released by CNNIC in August 2008, the number of websites in
China has reached 1.919 million, with an annual growth rate of 46.3%, and continues to
maintain the momentum of rapid growth [2].
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2 Processing of Text Information

In the process of theme search, the text information extracted by the HTML parser has
to be processed before it can be added to the calculation process of the algorithm, and
the information such as anchor text and web page title needs to be split into Chinese, and
the web page link URL characters need to be translated into English and Hanyu Pinyin.
The following is a detailed description of the related technologies.

2.1 Chinese Word Separation Algorithm

At present, Chinese word separation algorithms can be broadly classified into three
categories: dictionary matching-based word separation algorithms, word frequency
statistics-based word separation algorithms, and knowledge understanding-based word
separation algorithms. This system uses a forward maximum matching algorithm (MM
algorithm) based on a dictionary of educational topics. The idea of the algorithm is that a
correct splitting result should consist of legitimate words that are in the current sentence
to be cut and that belong to a split in the lexicon. In the word separation process, the
maximum length first matching is used according to the positive scanning direction. The
specific description is: assuming that the number of Chinese characters contained in the
longest word in the automatic word separation dictionary isMaxLen, theMaxLen words
in the current string of the processed material are taken as the matching fields to find the
word separation dictionary.

2.2 English and Pinyin Translation Technology

The URL of a web page is usually composed of strings, either English words, Chinese
pinyin, or abbreviations of Chinese pinyin, etc. For example, http://www.chuzhong2
wuli/kejian/index.axp can be represented as a website for middle school, physics, and
coursework. Web page URLs are also an important component in characterizing the
content of a web pagewhen determining the similarity between the content and the topic.
Therefore,when analyzing this part, we need to first convert theURLof theweb page into
Chinese words, and then match it with the educational subject dictionary to determine
the content similarity of the web page. The web URL string is divided into individual
words, and then each word is translated into Chinese words by Chinese and English
dictionaries. The specific process of the technology is: Chinese and English translation
dictionary loading, word separation based on defined separators, word separation based
on capitalized initials, Chinese and English translation and irrelevant word filtering. Due
to the uncertainty of web page URL strings, we try to encompass as many strings as
we can gather while the system is running. It also reduces the weight of this part in the
overall similarity when calculating the similarity of web content.

3 Analysis and Processing of Hyperlinks

In the process of subject search, the subject searcher first starts from an initial set of
hyperlinks, puts all these hyperlinks into an ordered queue of hyperlinks to be extracted,
and then takes them out from this queue in order to obtain the pages pointed to by the

http://www.chuzhong2wuli/kejian/index.axp
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hyperlink URLs through the protocols on the Web, and then analyzes and extracts new
URLs from these obtained pages, and continues to put them into the queue of URLs
to be extracted, and then repeats the above process until the Web information extractor
stops collecting them according to its own search strategy, which shows that hyperlinks
are the most critical information in the subject searcher [3].

3.1 Implementation of the Page Parser

In this paper, we introduce the HTML parser of the reference. The HTML parser of
the system design is roughly divided into five parts: protocol converter, web page
reader, information extractor, URL path transformer, and information memory. The
implementation process is as follows:

(1) set a time variable to save the time of access to the page and store this time variable
value in the database; set a Boolean variable is HTTPS to determine whether the
site uses HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Security Protocol) to exchange data with the
browser.

(2) If the value of is HTTPS is true, change the value of protocol in the URL from
HTTPS to HTTP, set the port number to 443 and use SSL (Encrypted Socket
Layer) to establish a connection to the server side, otherwise, simply create a
socket connection.

(3) Sending an HTTP request to the web server at the specified URL.
(4) read in the server-side response title and determine whether the value of the title

field Location is empty, if not, the value of the title field Location as the URL of
the current web page to be accessed, that is, URL redirection, to (2); if the value
of the title field Location is empty, then to (5).

(5) establish a dynamic link to the data source specified by the URL through URL
Connection.

(6) if the connection is successful, read the HTML code of the web page into the reader
Reader through the input stream to (7); otherwise, generate an error message and
store this error message in the database.

(7) instantiate the parser class HTMLEditorKit. Parser object, and then call its parse
method, which will read the HTML code from the Reader until the entire document
is read.

(8) Instantiate the callback class HTMLEditorKit.ParserCallback object and pass it as
a parameter to the parse () method of the parser HTMLEditorKit.Parser object; this
class will do the actual parsing of HTML.

(9) If the tag < Meta > is encountered, the callback function handleSimpleTag is
called to extract the value of the tag attribute name, and if the value is Keywords
or Description, the value of content is extracted and stored in the database; if the
tag < Title > is encountered, the callback function handleText is called to extract
the title of the page and store it in the database.

(10) If the tags < A >, < Area >, < Map > are encountered, the callback functions
handleStartTag and handleEndTag are called to extract the value of the attribute
HREF of the tag; if the tag< Iframe> is encountered, the callback functions han-
dleStartTag and handle End Tag are called, extracting the value of the attribute Src
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of the tag; if the tag< Base> is encountered, the callback function handleSimple-
Tag is called, extracting the value of the tag attribute Href; if the tag < Frame> is
encountered, the callback function handleSimpleTag is called to extract the value
of the tag attribute Src; if the tag < Img > is encountered, the callback function
handleSimpleTag is called to extract the value of the tag attribute Src; If the tag
< Param > is encountered, the callback function handleSimpleTag is called to
extract the VALUE value of the attribute of the tag, while each<Object> tag will
generally nest multiple < Param > tags, where only the one whose VALUE value
is the link address is extracted.

(11) If the extension of the extracted Href value, src value or Value value is not .html
or .htm or .shtml or .asp or .jsp, it will be directly discarded; Otherwise, if it is
one of the above formats and is a relative URL address, the relative URL address
needs to be parsed through the link address of the web page using the constructor
provided by the URL class to convert it into an absolute URL address so that the
URL address can still be accessed correctly when leaving the web page.

(12) In order to have a general prediction of the content of the page to which the link
points, the anchor text (the anchor text is the carrier of the hyperlink, which the user
clicks on to link to a new page or another location on the same page) is extracted as
a description of the content of the link; Since only the anchor tag may have anchor
text (because if the image is used as the carrier of the hyperlink, the anchor tag will
not have anchor text, and the image is called the link image here), only the anchor
text of the anchor tag is extracted, and the link text of other tags or the anchor tag
with the link image as the carrier is set to null; the method to extract the anchor text
is as follows: set a boolean variable When the anchor tag is encountered, the value
of this variable is set to true, and then when the HTMLEditor Kit.Parser object
processes the link text, the handle Text method of the callback class is called, and
the text is read out only when the value of is Link is true. After processing the text,
the variable is Link is automatically reset to false, thus realizing the one-to-one
correspondence between the link URL value and the anchor text.

3.2 Organization of Page Data

Information about the extracted Web page is stored in the link database along with the
hyperlink to the page. The extracted Web page related information includes: the words
of the Web page URL translated from Chinese to English, the anchor text of the link,
the title of the Web page, all the link URLs contained in the Web page, the number of
physical and logical layers of theWebpage, the extraction time, etc.All these information
are used in the calculation of the Web page content similarity and link similarity. Each
page corresponds to a record in the record from which the necessary information can be
obtained during the subsequent processing.

4 Calculation of Link Similarity Based on URL Rules

4.1 Multimedia Resource Theme Adjacency

In the samewebsite, the subject pages containingmultimedia exhibit the characteristic of
“resource proximity”. That is, pages containing multimedia resources are often present
in one or more sections of this website [4]. And the topics of multimedia resources
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in the same area are also the same. Based on this feature we can make the following
assumptions:

(1) If a web page is a topic-related page containing multimedia, then the sublinks of this
page are likely to be topic-related pages containing multimedia [5].

(2) If a web page is a topic-related page containing multimedia, then the sibling link of
this page in the parent page is likely to be a topic-related page containing multimedia
[6].

In order to better verify the feasibility of the algorithm, we manually selected 10
high school physics websites as seed links and opened 10 threads to collect web pages
containing multimedia Flash in a blind search, and the experimental results are shown
in Table 1.

By analyzing the experimental results, we can conclude that the Flash files aremainly
concentrated in layers 2–9 of the physical layer of thewebsite and tend to be concentrated
on a certain physical layer.

Table 1. Results of blind search experiments

Flash

Number of seeds 10

Total number of internal pages 38820

Number of error pages 2045

Number of active pages (pages that include
Flash)

1316

Efficiency 3.390%

Total number of Flash files: 5089

Physical Layer No restrictions

Number of physical layers Total pages Valid Pages Active pages/total active pages

1 621 3 0.2280%

2 1010 72 5.471%

3 5250 178 13.53%

4 1824 103 7.827%

5 18851 775 58.89%

6 730 20 1.520%

7 2734 84 6.383%

8 2129 64 4.860%

9 3498 5 0.3800%

10 1325 8 0.6080%

11 838 0 0%
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4.2 Solving the Tunnel Problem

To solve this problem, the theme searcher first crawls each internal link linked by the
seed page using a width-first strategy during the search process. In the URL regular
expression learning phase, the main purpose of the topic finder is to detect the physical
directory and the number of physical layers where the multimedia web pages are located
to form URL regular expressions.

NUMpn = NUM(p2) ∗ (n − 1) (n ≤ 10) (1)

NUMpn indicates the physical layer n the pages that should be crawled, NUM(p2)
indicates the number of pages crawled in the 2nd physical layer, n indicates the number
of physical layers, Stop blind search when n = 0.

4.3 Extraction of URL Regular Expressions

For URL clusters whose URL distance meets certain conditions, extraction is performed
to obtain URL regular expressions. The specific process of extraction is first decompose
the URL of the same site into three parts: host, path and query, and decompose path
into a series of directory, and query into a series of key-value pairs. Since the host part
is definitely the same, just write the host in the regular expression as it is. Align each
directory in the path part and add the value of this part into the regular expression if the
directories in the corresponding position are the same, otherwise add it into the regular
expression with * instead. A similar approach to the path part is used for the query part
[7]. Finally, we can get a regular expression. The flow chart is shown in Fig. 1.

4.4 Implementation of URL Rule-Based Topic Search

Based on the above facts, we propose a solution for URL rule-based topic search, which
consists of roughly two steps:

(1) It is the experimental search phase, where for each seed site, a blind search is first per-
formed to learn some URL regular expressions from the searched pages containing
multimedia [8].

(2) is the guided search phase, which uses the URL regular expressions learned from
the experimental crawler phase to guide the crawler in the actual web crawling.

The flow of the experimental search phase is shown in Fig. 2.
The seed site list is used as the starting site of the search, and the theme searcher

continuously obtains web links and stores them in the InterLink database during the web
crawling process, then for the links with the status of W, it first judges the relevance
of the web page topic and whether the web page contains multimedia resources and
stores the links that meet these two conditions in theMulti Media database. URL regular
expression learning is performed when the number of web pages in the Multimedia
database is NUMURL > m and the distance between web page URLs is |Durl | < d .
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Fig. 1. Extraction process of URL regular expressions

Fig. 2. Experimental search phase
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce the feature of “resource adjacency” for multimedia resources
in web pages, and propose a multimedia topic search algorithm based on URL linking
rules, anddetail the text informationprocessing and link structure analysis andprocessing
in the implementation of the algorithm [9]; then the process of implementing URL
regular expressions in the algorithm and how to use URL regular expressions to guide
the topic searcher to obtain web links are described in detail, and a specific description
of the URL link rule-based multimedia topic search algorithm is given [10]. Finally,
to improve the accuracy of multimedia topic search, the algorithm will perform the
normalized calculation of content similarity and URL rule link similarity.
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/),
which permits any noncommercial use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any
medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source,
provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s Creative
Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not
included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from
the copyright holder.
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